


Computer Based Examination

Subject No. Of Questions Marks Duration

Session 1

Numerical and 

Mathematical Ability
20 60

45 minutes
Reasoning Ability and 

Problem-Solving
20 60

Total 40 120

Session 2

General Awareness 25 75

45 minutesEnglish Language and 

Comprehension
25 75

Total 50 150



S.No. SSC MTS English Language Topics

1 Spot the error

2 Fill in the blanks

3 Synonyms

4 Antonyms

5 Spelling/detecting mis-spelt words

6 Idioms & Phrases

7 One word substitution

8 Improvement of sentences

9 Comprehension Passage

Topics Asked from English

Section



English Language and Comprehension: Candidates

understanding of the basics of English Language,

its vocabulary, grammar, sentence structure,

synonyms, antonyms and its correct usage, etc. and

to test comprehension, a simple paragraph may be

given and question based on the paragraph to be

asked.



FILL IN THE 

BLANKS



Q1. Shivaji Maharaj fought ________ every

kind of aggression

A. against

B. to

C. with

D. at

Answer: (a)



Q2. As the only ________ person in the wacky

family, the sensible girl felt like the odd woman

out.

A. insane

B. vain

C. sane

D. main

Answer: (C)



Q3. Do you prefer ________ or traditional art

forms ?

A. archaic

B. contemporary

C. foreign

D. simultaneous

Answer: (B)



Q4. He looks simple but has a

________ style of behaviour.

A. wise

B. popular

C. modern

D. deceptive

Answer: (D)



Q5. Ankita is disgusted _____ the habit

of her brother.

A. at

B. on

C. of

D. with

Answer: (A)



Q6. The courts ________ cognizance of the

criminal's words

A. took

B. made

C. gave

D. allowed

Answer: (A)



Q7. I felt so ________ that I couldn’t sleep.

A. exciting

B. excited

C. exciting as such

D. excited for

Answer: (B)



IDIOMS & PHRASES 



Q8. Winning the competition was

quite a feather in my cap.

A. an exciting moment

B. an achievement

C. a joy for my parents

D. rewarding

Answer: (B)



Q9. Some shots were fired at random.

A. for a long time

B. to end quarrel

C. thoroughly

D. without any aim

Answer: (D) at random : without deciding in

advance what is going to happen/without any

regular pattern



Q10. I can finish the work by myself, but she

always tries to be a backseat driver.

A. person who wants to do things by herself

B. person who falsely accuses others

C. person who gives unwanted advice

D. person who misjudge others

Answer: (c) backseat driver : a person who wants

to be in control of something that is not their

responsibility.



When he asked me the way to the

cafeteria, I told him to follow his nose.

A. to ask someone else

B. to follow me

C. to go straight ahead

D. to find it by himself

HOME WORK




